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TOPO is a research and advisory firm 
that helps the world’s best companies 
achieve repeatable, scalable growth.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
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THE NEW FRAMEWORK FOR REVENUE GROWTH

STABILIZE
Organizations realize the 
severity of the pandemic and 
economic crisis and take 
emergency measures to 
stabilize business

REINVENT
Sales and marketing leaders 
reinvent short- and long-term 
go-to-market in response to 
the new market reality

GROW
Sales and marketing scale 
efforts (proven, traditional 
tactics and reinvented ones) 
to accelerate growth in 
response to improving 
economic conditions

We are here
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98% of companies say they 
have adapted their messaging
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but 3 out of 4 SDR and sales leaders 
report engagement is down
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and 9 out of 10 companies 
report at least a 20% impact 

on pipeline this quarter
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Extreme value is the only way 
to differentiate in today’s 
suddenly disrupted digital 

business environment
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Offer insight and experiences to help a buyer address mission-critical priorities; ask for less in return.

OFFER EXTREME VALUE AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION PURCHASE CUSTOMER

EXTREME VALUE

Point of view on 
nuanced market 
shifts, change 
management 
projects

Experiences help 
explore how peers 
are thinking about a 
similar priorities

Solution design and 
scope directly 
aligned to mission-
critical priorities

Effective change 
management
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1. Collect insights and mission-critical priorities from the front-lines. Set up a newsroom.

2. Acknowledge buying has changed. Goodbye champions and influencers; hello deputy.

3. Design high-value meeting offers. Offer insightful experiences linked to mission-critical priorities.

4. Make buyer insights actionable. Provide sellers with prescriptive guidance.

5. Adjust messaging templates. Structure to convey empathy, offer value, offer to collaborate.

6. Enable sellers with snippets. Start with peer stories, make them simple to understand.

6 COMPONENTS OF EXTREME VALUE MESSAGING
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1. EVERYONE ON THE FRONT LINES NEEDS TO HELP COLLECT INSIGHT

Speed and agility are paramount to quickly collect raw insight about the shifting priorities and dynamics 
of the target market. We are specifically focusing on understanding how the mission-critical priorities of 
companies are evolving. 

CUSTOMERS EXPERTS

PROSPECTS
PARTNERS
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Set up your newsroom inside collaboration tools to collect raw insight with speed and agility.

1. COLLABORATION TOOLS HELP COLLECT, DISTILL, DISH INSIGHTS
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2. CHAMPIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH ANYMORE; FIND THE DEPUTY

• Goodbye for now, champions. Introducing, the deputy. 

• Deals will be driven top down 

• Deals will get done fast…3-6 months fast

• The CFO/CIO is the ultimate decision maker 
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2. MAP OUT HOW THE STAKEHOLDER COMMITTEE HAS CHANGED

DECISION MAKER

CFO/CIO

DEPUTY

CHAMPION

INFLUENCER

PROCUREMENT

Makes final decisions regarding mission-critical priorities

Executive approver of transactions; looking for critical priority impact

Tasked top-down to come up with solutions to critical priorities

Deal paperwork
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3. HIGH-VALUE OFFERS CREATE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

High-value offers are meeting plays that offer so much value, prospects want to attend and even 
invite stakeholders.

Provide 
a vision

Save 
effort

Get 
unstuck

Share 
expertise

Offer 
variety

Compare, 
contrast

Example 1:
A subject matter expert at 
an HR software company 
provides a strategic vision 
for the future of remote 
employment

Example 2:
A payments automation 
company leads a 90-
minute remote 
workshop to break 
down accounts payable 
inefficiencies
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3. HIGH-VALUE OFFERS ARE CRUCIAL TO OUTBOUND PROGRAMS

SDRs, sales, and marketing teams work together to promote and invite prospects into high-value 
offer programs. These invitations promote engagement with the sales team.
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4. YOUR PERSONA DOCUMENTATION FROM LAST MONTH IS OUTDATED
COMPONENTS ATTRIBUTES

Roles and 
Goals

• Responsible for entire technology stack, computer network and infrastructure, data, and security
• Faster delivery of commitments to the business units (SLAs) and time to ROI
• Increase revenue/profit for the business with more innovation, alignment, and efficiency (vs. legacy cost center perception)

Day in the Life • Meets often with CFO and other execs, procurement, and IT staff on technology priorities
• Evaluates current and potential vendors, oversees IT strategy and organization
• Reports on systems and security status

Purchasing 
Process

• Final approver: Can approve orders and send to purchasing department (sometimes needs to involve legal)
• Blocker: May say too expensive, too risky (security), does not integrate, already have a solution, etc.
• Worries about “vendor lock in,” might push for short contracts

CHALLENGES BENEFITS

1 Pressure to control the risk faced by the organization in ever-
changing cyber security environment

Project confidence and control over the risk

2 Managing the impact of operational IT costs and how they relate
to the associated projects in the capital budget

Predictably manage the incremental impact to operational costs and
prevent spikes within high visibility projects

3 Preventing the consequences of not meeting the shifting internal
needs shaped by changes in consumer expectations

Get recognized as strategic internal partner for faster adoption of new 
consumer grade technologies

4 Pressure to control the risk faced by the organization in ever-
changing cyber security environment

Project confidence and control over the risk

OUT OF DATE
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4. EMPHASIZE MISSION-CRITICAL ISSUES OVER NEXT 3-6-9 MONTHS

CRITICAL ISSUE HOW A BUYER WOULD ARTICULATE THE ISSUE RISK TO BUSINESS IN NEW STATE

#1 Obstacle to 
Meet Adjusted 
State Goals

• Capture why it’s an obstacle and how it relates to your offering
• Document the rhetoric a buyer would use to describe the obstacles 

to a peer or a colleague

• Capture why not ”filling in the cracks” is a risk; e.g., 
revenue impact, resource or operational costs, efficiency 
costs

• Use one example metric or proof point if available

#2 Obstacle to 
Meet Adjusted 
State Goals

COMPONENTS ATTRIBUTES – PRIOR STATE COVID-19 – NEW STATE

Roles and Goals

Day in the Life

Purchasing 
Process

Prioritize 1-2 mission-critical issues over the next 3-6 
months. Be provocative. Don’t be afraid to help.
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5. THE DEFINITION OF RELEVANCE SHIFTED AND WE MUST ADAPT

Demonstrate you “get it”CONVEY EMPATHY

Share compelling peer insightOFFER VALUE

Invite to high-value offer meetingOFFER TO 
COLLABORATE

CREATE CONTEXT

CONVEY VALUE

DELIVER OFFER
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Account and persona research will help the seller determine how to segue into offering value.

5. RE-DESIGN TEMPLATES TO INCORPORATE INSIGHTS, RESEARCH

TEMPLATE RELEVANT SNIPPET AND CUSTOMIZATION

Subject Line <Summarize value offer> + <your company>

Convey Empathy Hi <insert name>, 

In helping other <insert persona> at similar organizations, we understand 
that <insert empathic statement> and <insert observation about persona’s 
new state>. 

We’re learning that they’ve shifted effort to focus on <insert critical issue in 
the words of peers>. 

1) One empathic statement 
2) One relevant observation about the new state
3) One critical issue

Offer Value As we collect more insight from our customers, we’re finding (4) <insert 
proactive insight OR use case story.>

4)    One insight related to critical issues OR one use case 
story tailored to persona and/or industry

Offer to 
Collaborate

We’re here to share insight and collaboratively help map out the depth 
of this issue with one of our subject matter experts in a web-based 
meeting. Would this kind of session resonate with you? 

• If you know who the SME is, share their 
accolades

• End with an engagement-driven question
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6. WE MUST SIMPLIFY THE SELLER CUSTOMIZATION EXPERIENCE
SNIPPET EXAMPLE BEST PRACTICES

Convey 
Empathy

Empathic statements • You might be experiencing…
• You might be in in a tough spot…
• It’s been an intense last couple of weeks…

• You’ve had to make some tough choices…
• Your 2020 focus was turned upside down…
• You’re adjusting to our new normal…

Empathize with their 
experiences

New state 
observation

• Working through different ways to instrument reporting and manage the group
• Shuffling through packed schedule in order to stay in communication with the entire organization

Use examples from 
persona tool.

Critical issue • Time, effort, pain, and stress associated with abruptly setting agents up with access to tools required to serve 
customers through digital channels

• Customers are experiencing longer wait times than usual and agents are overworked because they’re not 
sure how to handle questions remotely

Use examples from 
persona tool.

Offer 
Value

Proactive insight • We’ve been witnessing our clients set up remote support groups and get dedicated subject matter 
experts to respond quickly to internal support questions

• A few of our more innovative customer experience leaders are standing up daily feedback sessions to 
keep the team locked in on using data to self-report

1 sentence; a provocative 
or relevant point about how 
you’ve seen critical issue 
addressed

Use case story • One of our clients, the VP of Customer Experience at BubbaGump.ai, set up her team with VoIP and 
cloud phones immediately. She then created a tiger team internally of empowered high performers to 
help train staff on the new tools, quickly instrumenting the team and decreasing wait times despite the 
increase in orders—all while remote.

1-2 sentences total; 
standalone

Offer to 
Collaborate

Digital 
whiteboard

• We want to offer our time and expertise to map out the depth of this issue with one of our internal experts 
in a web-based meeting. Would a collaborative workflow diagraming session help you? 

Standalone summary + 
open-ended question

Meet internal 
expert

• Like I mentioned, we’ve been collecting information from other CX leaders. If you have the time, we’d like to 
walk you through those insights and help map out how you can address this issue quickly. Is that relevant to 
you right now?

Sellers move from 
copywriters to editors
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6. CRAFT STANDALONE, SPECIFIC PEER STORIES
SNIPPET EXAMPLE BEST PRACTICES

Convey 
Empathy

Empathic statements • You might be experiencing…
• You might be in in a tough spot…
• It’s been an intense last couple of weeks…

• You’ve had to make some tough choices…
• Your 2020 focus was turned upside down…
• You’re adjusting to our new normal…

Empathize with their 
experiences

New state 
observation

• Working through different ways to instrument reporting and manage the group
• Shuffling through packed schedule in order to stay in communication with the entire organization

Pick the most relevant and 
human  examples

Critical issue • Time, effort, pain, and stress associated with abruptly setting agents up with access to tools required to serve 
customers through digital channels

• Customers are experiencing longer wait times than usual and agents are overworked because they’re not 
sure how to handle questions remotely

Standalone examples 
from persona 
documentation

Offer 
Value

Proactive Insight • We’ve been witnessing our clients set up remote support groups and get dedicated subject matter 
experts to respond quickly to internal support questions

• A few of our more innovative customer experience leaders are standing up daily feedback sessions to 
keep the team locked in on using data to self-report

1 sentence; a provocative 
or relevant point about 
how you’ve seen critical 
issue addressed

Use case story • One of our clients, the VP of Customer Experience at BubbaGump.ai, set up her team with VoIP and 
cloud phones immediately. She then created a tiger team internally of empowered high performers to 
help train staff on the new tools, quickly instrumenting the team and decreasing wait times despite the 
increase in orders—all while remote.

1-2 sentences total; 
standalone; a story about 
a specific peer

Offer to 
Collaborat
e

Digital 
Whiteboard

• We want to offer our time and expertise to map out the depth of this issue with one of our internal experts 
in a web-based meeting. Would a collaborative workflow diagraming session help you? 

Standalone summary + 
open-ended question

Meet internal 
expert

• Like I mentioned, we’ve been collecting information from other CX leaders. If you have the time, we’d like to 
walk you through those insights and help map out how you can address this issue quickly. Is that relevant to 
you right now?

Buyers want to learn what their peers are doing
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• Collect insights and mission-critical priorities from the front-lines. Set up a newsroom.

• Acknowledge buying has changed. Goodbye champions and influencers; hello deputy.

• Design high-value meeting offers. Offer insightful experiences linked to mission-critical priorities.

• Make buyer insights actionable. Provide sellers with prescriptive guidance.

• Adjust messaging templates. Structure to convey empathy, offer value, offer to collaborate.

• Enable sellers with snippets. Start with peer stories, make them simple to understand.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

We’ll be sharing presentations and recordings of all sessions after the event.

Interested in learning more about TOPO? Visit: topohq.com/contact-us/


